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Abstract. Static nodes, e.g. houses, educational institutions etc, can
comprise ad-hoc networks using off-the-self wireless technologies with a
view to bypass expensive telecommunication solutions. A suburban ad-
hoc network (SAHN) aims to provide such an inexpensive broadband net-
working alternative for communities of cooperating users using wireless
medium. There exists a plethora of efficient routing solutions for ad-hoc
networks where nodes are mobile. However, less attention has been paid
towards optimizing these protocols and developing a real routing sys-
tem for ad-hoc networks where nodes are not mobile. In this paper we
have made analyses of various router architectures and outlined a design
framework to perform routing tasks in the SAHN efficiently. We have
also presented a survey result for choosing a feasible realtime operating
system for our development and deployment purposes.

1 Introduction

The ever increasing trend towards huge amounts of data transfered at high speeds
through the Internet has inspired researchers to come up with many new effi-
cient networking technologies. Unfortunately most of the new technologies of-
fering high rates of data transfer require costly infrastructure and high service
charges which are only feasible for large educational institutions, governmental
organizations, companies and research groups. People in small offices, compa-
nies and homes can only enjoy similar performance at great cost. Usually these
facilities are only available in close proximity to service providers. Many volun-
tary networking groups[1] have been formed to provide wireless internetworking
facilities by connecting households, schools, community centres and local busi-
nesses together at low initial costs and almost no service charges. But these
solutions are threatened by unauthorised intrusions. Moreover participants in a
community have to rely on centralised routing nodes for intercommunication.
This results in performance bottlenecks as well as inefficient use of aggregate
network capacity. As a consequence these solutions are still less attractive than
the traditional and costly solutions provided by various telecommunication ser-
vice providers. It can even be argued that Nokia’s wireless broadband solution
(Nokia RoofTop) for residential users, which has an optimized IP protocol stack
with custom-built OS for routing, may result in marginal performance in ad-
hoc wireless networks. To alleviate these expensive, oversubscribed, area limited
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Fig. 1. The SAHN protocol stack in the OSI model [3]

and low secured solutions, a networking framework has been proposed termed
the ‘Suburban Ad-Hoc Network’ [2] or SAHN. The SAHN is a low-maintenance,
decentralized, cooperative wireless networking architecture offering low cost in-
ternetworking solutions among its users. The inherent symmetric throughput in
both upstream and downstream channels at reasonably high rates allows the
facility to provide traditional costly broadband throughput at low cost. The
security scheme at the network layer is particularly appealing to security con-
scious business users. Additionally the wireless interconnecting property makes
the SAHN suited to extend the Internet infrastructure to areas of inadequate
wired facilities.

Each SAHN node is capable of authenticating neighboring nodes to partic-
ipate in the network. Each node also acts as a dynamic router to discover and
maintain routes itself. Initial investigation showed that, the SAHN routing pro-
tocol shares the properties of both ad-hoc on-demand and static table driven
routing protocols. Notably, the protocol adopts the idea of keeping the neighbor
information up-to-date like any of the static table driven routing protocols. On
the other hand to find a route to an unknown node, as well as to maintain it,
it adopts an on-demand route discovery and maintenance mechanism derived
from the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)[4] protocol. For data transmission
over known routes with sufficient QoS attributes, the SAHN routing protocol
exploits mixed principles of DSR and the Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector
Routing (AODV)[5] protocol. As the SAHN does not carry source routes in each
data packet, a large network overhead can be eliminated in networks with many
nodes[5]. The motivation to adopt a hybrid routing protocol with certain qual-
ity of service metrics and resource access control capabilities, is to eliminate the
shortcomings of any individual protocol [3][6][7].

The SAHN project aims to come up with a working solution for real ad-hoc
networks. As simulation alone of the proposed routing protocol is not enough,
we should design an efficient hardware architecture for it to achieve link rate
throughput at each node. We should also select a suitable development and



target platform, so that the software development cycle is minimized with least
efforts and costs. We have addressed these issues in this paper.

We have organized our paper as follows. In Section 2, we have made some
analyses of available design approaches to adopt for the SAHN router. We have
also outlined the SAHN routing engine in this section. Finally in Section 3, we
have done a requirements analysis as well as a survey to facilitate the choice of
a suitable operating system to support our routing protocol.

2 SAHN Router Architecture

Packet processing and switching in a router is always a critical job in terms
of time and memory. Without proper hardware and software design a router
can be a bottleneck. Proper design means to isolate the time critical packet
processing with the non-time critical ones. At the same time it is essential to
employ appropriate hardware for the tasks so that they can be processed faster
and if possible independent tasks in parallel. Here we will present the hardware
architecture and the associated implementation framework to achieve link rate
throughput in each of the SAHN nodes.

To begin our analysis, we should know what are the basic components and
their related tasks of any router. These are

– Several network interface cards attached to network media to receive and
transmit packets

– Some processing modules or forwarding engines to validate incoming pack-
ets, to create and maintain routing tables, to update packet header informa-
tion and finally to encrypt and transmit them through appropriate outbound
interface cards

– Buffering modules to hold packets, routing tables etc.
– An internal interconnecting unit like a bus or a switch fabric to enable

communication among various working modules.

We can summarize that, a router consists of some tasks to perform routing, some
working modules to perform these tasks and interconnecting fabrics to enable
intercommunications among various modules. In the following subsections, we
will discuss these in detail with respect to the SAHN.

2.1 Routing Tasks

The SAHN router follows the basic tasks of any generic router. Moreover, it has
to accomplish some other tasks specific to the SAHN environment. Generally
the SAHN router has to carry out the following responsibilities:

1. Receiving a packet at the interface card, the header is separated, classified,
decrypted and validated. Taking only the header for the rest of the processing
enables us to work faster with a small amount of memory.

2. Then a path entry is searched against the routing information available in
the cache or the routing table.
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3. If the destination path is not found, a route discovery takes place according
to the SAHN routing algorithm.

4. If the destination is reachable, the next hop towards the destination and the
interface through which the next node is reachable is determined and the
packet header information is updated and the level2 header is encrypted for
the next hop. Then the level2 and level1 headers are prepended with the rest
of the packet.

5. At last the packet is transmitted through the interface card connected to the
next node.

In order to achieve router throughput close to the data rate of the interface cards,
we have to isolate the time critical tasks (directly related to packet forwarding)
from the non-time critical ones and employ appropriate hardware components
with an efficient interconnection or switching fabric. A close investigation into the
above steps reveals that except from step 3, all other steps can be considered as
directly related to forwarding a packet in the SAHN routing module. Step 3 along
with some other tasks like route maintenance, providing QoS, route management
and error control are not done on a per packet basis. For example route discovery
is only needed if the route is not present in the route table/cache. In such case
the corresponding packet can be buffered until the route is found. In the mean
time all other packets received with known routes can be processed. Best router
throughput can be achieved if packets are handled by multiple heterogeneous
processing modules (both hardware and software) where each of them specializes
in a specific task and work simultaneously where possible.

2.2 Interconnection Fabric

A well designed switch fabric is essential for non-blocking interconnection of the
critical components with much higher capacity and speed. The most common
switch fabrics used in routers have been discussed elaborately in [8], [11] and [9].
Here we will present an analyses of these switch fabrics before selecting one for
our purpose.

A backplane interconnection fabric connects ingress ports with egress ports.
Ingress and egress ports are combinations of incoming/outgoing line cards, for-
warding engines etc. A well designed intercommunicating backplane switch fabric
is very important as it has the effect on overall system throughput. Even though
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there may be fast processors and fast memories to process any incoming packet at
link rates, an inefficient switching fabric may not sustain the aggregate through-
put of on-board processors and memories. Consequently system throughput may
not be as same as the link rate.

First generation router was built around conventional computer architectures
with a shared backplane bus, a CPU, shared pool of memory and some line
cards connected to the media. Packets arriving at any line cards are transferred
to the CPU through a shared bus. All processing and forwarding decisions are
made in the CPU and buffered in a central shared memory until the outbound
link becomes free. Finally the packets are transferred through the shared bus
to outbound line card/s and transmitted to the media connected to the next
hop. Though this design is attractive for its simplicity, it has the disadvantage
of having data crossing the shared bus several times, imposing a severe system
bottleneck.

Fast processors with cache memory in the line cards and in the forwarding
modules can reduce some dependence on shared bus. This approach was taken
in designing second generation routers. However, bus based architectures always
have a traffic dependant throughput as there is always a physical limitation on
bus speed. Besides only one port is given permission to use the bus at a time.

Third generation routers (Fig 3) were designed with switch fabric architec-
tures instead of a shared bus to alleviate this bottleneck. Here a switch fabric
is used for non-blocking interconnection of time critical components with much
higher capacity and speed than a traditional backplane bus [10]. Most common
switch fabrics have been discussed elaborately in [8], [11] and [9]. These are (a)
shared medium switch fabric, (b) shared memory switch fabric, (c) distributed
output buffered switch fabric and (d) space division or crossbar switch fabric
with input buffers.

Shared medium switch fabric is like bus based backplanes of first generation
routers. Due to the physical limitation of bandwidth capacity, a shared medium
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Fig. 4. Comparison among various switch fabrics

switch fabric imposes a serious performance bottleneck for inter-module traffic
flow.

Shared memory switch fabric connects input and output ports to a central
memory pool in parallel. As a result, input and output ports can have simul-
taneous read and write accesses to a shared memory. This can provide better
throughput than a shared bus architecture. But this approach is limited by
memory access time.

An output buffered switch fabric architecture can improve this limitation by
splitting the shared memory into separate output buffers for each output port.
There exists a mesh to connect all input ports to their respective output buffers.
This approach creates scalability issues for backplane layout and memory size in
systems with large port counts. On the other hand, an input buffered crossbar
switch fabric is sometimes more attractive solution for its highly scalable, low
cost and non-blocking switching solution.

A crossbar switch fabric is an alternative to alleviate aforementioned limita-
tions. With some improvements in crossbar architecture, it can even achieve a
terabit throughput rate [12]. A crossbar is formed by connecting all input and
output ports in such a manner that inter-port traffic flows in unicast fashion.
All input ports have their own buffer. So, the speed of memory buffer need not
to be more than that of its associated port.

2.3 Working Modules

Various design approaches have been proposed by many researchers to achieve
router throughput close to the link data rate. Commonly known designs are
described and compared in [8], [9] and [10]. Many leading high-speed router
manufactures, such as CISCO, 3Com, Lucent Technology and NetStar, have
provided their routing solutions based on these basic principles. Like them, we
have also decided to follow the generic router design approach (Fig 3) for our
SAHN routing module.
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Fig. 5. Time critical and non-time critical functional modules in SAHN router

CISCO has its own forwarding engine called NPE (network processing engine)
which combines line cards on a midplane. The backplane uses a crossbar switch
fabric to interconnect the midplanes. The NetStar’s GigaRouter includes the
forwarding engine within the line cards [13]. The main idea is to reduce the flow
of inter module traffic over the switch fabric. However in [14], a gigabit router
design has been proposed with separate line cards, forwarding engines and the
central controller unit, connected through a switched backplane. It has been
argued to have forwarding engines distinct from the line cards for two reasons.
One reason was they were not sure if they had enough board real estate to fit both
the forwarding engine functionality with the line card functionality on a target
card size. Another reason was to have more scalability. They found many router
designs where the line cards were built with inadequate processors, throttling the
performance to the processor’s speed. To keep up with modern state of the art
technology, they thought it was better to have separate forwarding engine which
could be upgraded with the fastest processors if required. The last argument is
one of our design goals too. But keeping the forwarding engine apart from the
line cards may introduce a performance bottleneck in the switch throughput as
the switch fabric will be allowing more inter module traffic flows.

Depending on various approaches available, the SAHN routing module fol-
lows a hybrid approach. There is a separate forwarding engine called the packet
processing engine (PPE) connected to each line card and a central routing pro-
cessing engine or RPE to perform the non-time critical tasks. The PPE, con-
nected with its line card, forms the packet forwarding engine or PFE. The PFEs
are connected to each other through a suitable switch fabric. Rather than using
the same switch fabric, a separate switch fabric is used to connect the RPE
with the PFEs. Using a distinct RPE to PFE connection is very important for
the SAHN. The traditional routers are used mostly in structured infrastructure
rather than a dynamic ad-hoc environment. Thus route discovery is not that
frequent in ad-hoc networking infrastructure. Sharing the same switch fabric for
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Fig. 6. A possible design outline of the SAHN routing module

both time critical and non-time critical tasks may lead to severe traffic conges-
tion and poor system throughput. Whether to use a crossbar switched fabric
or traditional bus based switch fabric for the non-time critical path, has to be
tested in a real environment.

A question may arise whether this hybrid design framework is enough for
the SAHN routing module. The answer is very straight forward. The forwarding
engine in [14] used a DEC Alpha 21164 processor and achieved an overall rate of
111 Mpps. Other design approaches discussed in this section with fast crossbar
switching fabrics and forwarding engines (CISCO uses MIPS processors in their
NPE) are used for large routers in the multigigabit/terabit range with more than
500 Kpps packet switching rate [13]. But for the SAHN we are considering only a
few network interfaces with media speed around 50 Mbps. Then we are targeting
packet switching rate in the range of 25 Kpps to 50 Kpps which can be easily
achieved with the derived hybrid design framework. Fig 5 shows the functional
partitioning of tasks with associated hardware modules for the SAHN router.
Before we give details of the modules it should be mentioned that our design
approach has been influenced greatly by the solutions of CISCO, 3Com, Lucent
and Linksys. Actually the basic principles followed by the major companies are
almost the same. So it is reasonable that our design framework will be a variant
of these available approaches.

The Packet Forwarding Engine (PFE) This section outlines the design of
our network processing engine. Each of the packet forwarding engines has a direct
link between its PPE and the corresponding network interface card (see Fig 6).
The PFE is responsible for the followings major stages: (a) packet receiving
stage, (b) fast packet switching stage and (c) packet transmitting stage.



Fast packet switching is done if the next hop information to the destination
is already in the PPE cache. If the route to the destination is not known or if
the packet is one of the special control packets like ‘Hello’, ‘Hello Reply’, ‘Route
Request’ (RREQ), ‘Route Reply’ (RREP) or ‘Route Error’ (RERR), the routing
processing engine (RPE) is employed. We will discuss the RPE in next section.

The inbound interface card receives a packet by copying it from the link
into the receive memory buffer. Soon after a packet is received, the associated
NPE processor is notified by an interrupt signal. Each NPE shares the same
memory buffer with its interface card so that packet is not copied from buffer
to buffer. This approach saves inter buffer transfer latency. The level 1 header is
checked for classification. If it is not one of the special control packets and not
destined for this router, the level 2 header is separated, decrypted and validated.
Considering only the header rather than the whole packet makes the processing
faster with small amount of memory. Now the forwarding/switching cache is
examined to determine if the next hop information for the destination exists.
If the next hop information is not available in the cache, the PPE puts the
header into the RPE’s queue and generates an interrupt to the RPE processor
to let it know a header is waiting in the input queue to be processed. Otherwise
the packet header is updated with the information from the cache. Then the
outbound PPE is determined to forward the packet.

The updated header is queued into the outbound PPE and notified by an
interrupt signal. The outbound PPE updates some of the header fields like the
next hop MAC address, the HTL (hop to live), the TT (transmission time) etc.
Then the level 2 header is encrypted according to the negotiated encryption
scheme with the next hop and prepended with the rest of the packet. The QoS
module in the PPE takes the remaining responsibilities. The QoS module pro-
vides flow control which is a part of load balancing. Depending upon the value
of RTT (round trip time), packet length and destination, the QoS module sched-
ules the packet’s flow by putting it into the appropriate position in the input
queue of the outbound interface. If there is congestion in the queue, it is the
responsibility of the QoS module to discard the packet. Finally the packet in the
front of the queue is transmitted through the outbound interface card and an
interrupt signal of successful transmission is sent to RPE processor to update
some values in the routing table.

The Routing Protocol Engine (RPE) The non-time critical tasks are han-
dled by the routing protocol engine or RPE. These mainly include tasks of (a)
managing routing tables, (b) updating forwarding caches and (c) handling the
control packets (Hello, Hello Reply, RREQ, RREP and RERR). Update in the
forwarding caches for load balancing is also performed here periodically. The
RPE consists of a general purpose processor, and its own memory modules to
hold the routing table.

Once the RPE processor receives the interrupt signal from a PPE, it assumes
that a header has been inserted in its input queue. If it’s any of the control
packets, the whole packet is also transferred from the PFE memory buffer to the



RPE memory area. In all cases the header in the RPE’s input queue contains a
pointer to the memory location of the packet (whether it is in the PPE memory
or in the RPE memory). An appropriate process is determined and scheduled to
process the header in the front of the queue.

If the packet is not destined for the router itself then, after it has been pro-
cessed, the appropriate outbound PFE is determined by consulting the central
route table. The header is updated with the relevant next hop information and
passed to the input queue of the outbound PFE with an interrupt signal to its
PPE.

If the header corresponds to any of the control packets, the central routing
table is updated with the new route information. The RPE periodically invali-
dates the aged entries in the central routing table and downloads the updated
next hop information into the forwarding caches. The main advantage of hav-
ing separate forwarding caches and routing table is that the forwarding caches
only have to indicate the next hop entries for a particular destination. For this
reason, the forwarding tables are much smaller and can be maintained in the
cache of the PPE processor [14]. Decoupling the processing of route and next
hop updates from the fast processing of the forwarding engines make them to
work independently at a higher throughput. All the fast routers at present follow
almost the same technique.

3 Operating System for the Routing Module

Previous sections had presented discussions about the hardware architecture for
the SAHN routing protocol. In this section we will discuss to select an appropri-
ate realtime operating system (RTOS) as a base for implementing the routing
protocol. The RTOS must be able to execute the routing protocol properly and
give us the option to port the final product into an embedded system.

Before going any further we may state the reason behind using a RTOS
instead of a normal OS. The SAHN routing module is a real-time system since
the time critical tasks have to be performed in real time. So, it is reasonable
to use an appropriate real-time operating system (RTOS) to run the routing
module. The RTOS for our purpose, should have the following properties.

– The higher-priority tasks must always be executed in preference to the
lower-priority tasks. There should be support for fixed-priority preemptive
scheduling for all of its tasks. Interrupt latency as well as the amount of time
required to perform a context switch should be as small as possible. These
are important because they represent overheads across the entire system.

– It must be as cheap as possible. Sometimes the RTOS source code is neces-
sary to resolve problems with the application code.

– It has to be highly portable to various processor families as faster processors
will continue to emerge. This makes the system more scalable to upcoming
technologies. So, an application code written with the present RTOS can be
used as a standardized piece of code for future projects.
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– It must be capable of supporting multiple processors simultaneously. This
is important as there are some tasks in the PFE and the RPE modules that
may require their individual processing power at the same time to achieve
desired performance.

– Its image should be small enough to fit in a small ROM/Flash-disk as our
end product will be embedded.

– It should have a familiar development environment, possibly POSIX compli-
ant. Familiarity and competence with the development environment rather
than struggling with a new working platform can effectively reduce the de-
velopment time of any software product.

Taking the aforementioned properties as the quantitative measures, we have
made comparisons among some of the well reputed RTOSs in the current market.
These have been summarized in Fig 7. Readers are referred to [15], [16], [17],
[18] for more details. Some relative comparisons have been presented graphically
in Fig 8 from an analysis performed by University of Wisconsin.

It is apparent from these figures, the RTOSs providing more scalable prop-
erties (different types of processor support, less ROM/RAM requirements etc)
tend to be far more expensive in terms of both upfront costs and recurring roy-
alty/licensing fees. Some of them are not provided with source codes. So, initially
we have decided to work with the RTOSs which are freely available like RTLinux
or RTAI (They are free under GNU Public Licensing agreement). Their underly-
ing Linux kernels can give the flexibility to develop and test our SAHN routing
modules in any Linux system. Moreover there have been some real world tests
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and performance evaluations of ad-hoc routing protocols[19][20][21] in the Linux
environment. All these experimental setups were based upon the Linux kernel
for its familiarity, robustness, and more importantly, free availability. Though it
is evident from Fig 7 that the Linux solutions require more memory, memory is
getting cheaper day by day.

At the end here is a simple argument for our intention to use an of-the-shelf
RTOS rather than building one of our own. Our routing module is separated
into simple smaller modules (RPE, PPE etc). Each of them can be implemented
in a smaller embedded system. In that case we may not need the complicated
scheduling, context switching of any available RTOS. Each of the small modules
can have their own lower abstraction layer written by us. But initially it will be
time consuming to write and test our own RTOS. A better approach is to create
the application layer (the SAHN routing module) and test it with an appropriate
of-the-shelf RTOS. We will make the routing module as general as possible so
that it can be ported to any RTOS for performance evaluation. In future it can
be integrated with our own optimized RTOS.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a possible design outline and implementation
framework for an efficient on-demand routing protocol suitable for ad-hoc com-
munity networks, such as the SAHN. At present we are developing and testing
our routing protocol in the GLOMOSIM (ver2.03). We have also built a testbed
with desktop PCs to test our work in real environment. Each of these PCs acts
as a SAHN node. Currently a node is capable of communicating with other two
nodes through wireline networking technology. Eventually this wireline network
will be replaced by wireless networking and each of the PCs by individual inte-
grated routing modules as proposed in Section 2. Though we believe that more
optimizations and changes may be required during prototype implementation
and testing, the proposed architecture and survey analyses can be adapted to
many ad-hoc community networks.
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